MAD CITY MFG – WILLYS TOOL LIST

1) Puller, Steering Wheel → $80.00
2) Puller, Pinion Yoke → $45.00
3) Puller, Companion Flange → $45.00
4) Puller, Cam Gear → $75.00
5) Puller, Rear Main Cap, L134/F134 → $20.00
6) Puller, Bearing, M18 Transfer Case → $55.00
7) Eyelet (for pulling engine) → $10.00
8) Socket, Oil Gallery Plug, L134/F134 → $10.00
9) Mandrel, Radiator Outlet → $10.00
10) Mandrel, Steering Column Tube → $15.00
11) Mandrel, Oil Filler Tube → $20.00
12) Mandrel, Rear Top Bow Pocket → $50.00
13) Mandrel, Axle Dust Cap → $10.00

MAD CITY MFG – WILLYS PARTS LIST

1) Bell Crank, CJ2A (refurbished ball) → $120.00 (with core)
2) Spacer, Crank Pulley Shield, L134/F134 → $.85
3) Front Bearing Retainer, Modified for Internal Lip Seal → $100.00 (with core)
4) Plug, Ball Seat, Large, Drag Link → $13.00
5) Plug, Ball Seat, Small, Drag Link → $12.00
6) Seat, Ball, Drag Link → $10.00
7) Rod, Shift, Underdrive (Hi/Low range shift rail, M18 transfer case) → $95.00
8) Rod, Shift, Front Wheel Drive (2wd/4wd shift rail, M18 transfer case) → $65.00
9) Dual Wheel Stud, RH Thread, CJ5 (10.12”lg) → $18.03
10) Dual Wheel Stud, LH Thread, CJ5 (10.12”lg) → $18.03
11) Dual Wheel Stud, RH, Thread, CJ2A (8.25”lg) → $18.03
12) Dual Wheel Stud, LH Thread, CJ2A (8.25”lg) → $18.03
13) Adjustment Bracket, Generator, CJ2A → $10.00

Note: Ask if you need something not on the list and I’ll consider making it.